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The insurance industry offers a wide variety of services to retail consumers
and commercial enterprises across the spectrum. As the industry as a whole
moves toward digital transformation, manual processes are still constrained
by the need to manually review, sort and understand documents.

WHAT CAN BE DONE?

Instabase works with some of the largest organizations in the insurance
industry to streamline their existing processes, deliver excellent customer
experiences, and grow their bottom line in the process.
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HOW INSTABASE HELPS
This book provides an overview
of some popular, high-value use
cases for the Instabase Automation
Platform for Unstructured Data in
insurance. In the book, you will find:
•Use cases segmented by the type
of service provided
•An explanation of how Instabase
unlocks transformation across
each use case
•Links to case studies from
Instabase clients who reap the
benefits of its unique approach
to document understanding and
application building

The Big Book of

Insurance Use Cases
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What Carriers Want
Brokers request quote submissions from carriers and provide those carriers with
documents that include loss runs, answers to commonly asked underwriting
questions, business details, and licenses and certifications. All those documents
are highly variable and often require extensive manual processing.
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Carriers want to improve pricing decisions by accurately extracting relevant
data from submitted documents. They also want to reduce operational costs
by reducing the amount of manual processing underwriters must perform,
thereby freeing them up for more value-added analysis instead. At the same
time, carriers want to provide an excellent experience for both brokers and
customers by providing accurate quotes in a timely manner.

Submissions

Introduction

DOCUMENTS TYPES

Loss run data,
typically in table
format in PDFs

Submission forms
including
questions, licenses,
and certificates in
various formats
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TYPICAL WORKFLOWS
AGENT SUBMISSION (INITIAL POLICY + RIDERS)

Home Insurance Claims
Policy Management

REUNDERWRITING & POLICY ISSUANCE

•Instabase provides future-proof
accuracy by leveraging best-inbreed deep learning models as
they evolve.
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depending on product
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Cost base scales with volume
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FILE
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Manual Intervention
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Yes

No

RULES

Emails with
attachments

Retirement
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INITIAL QUOTE & BIND

Upload supporting
docs for Quote
(e. g. APS)

Life Insurance

Group Benefits

HOW INSTABASE HELP

COMMERCIAL INSURANCE SUBMISSIONS AND UNDERWRITING PROCESS TODAY

Policy Issue duration

Customer experience

WORKFLOWS OPTIMIZED WITH INSTABASE
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE SUBMISSIONS AND UNDERWRITING PROCESS WITH INSTABASE INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION
AGENT SUBMISSION (INITIAL POLICY + RIDERS)

INITIAL QUOTE & BIND

REUNDERWRITING & POLICY ISSUANCE

Decline of Coverage

Upload supporting
docs for Quote
(e. g. APS)
X%

No
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Emails with
attachments

Integrate with
downstream systems
INSTABASE

- Digitize
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- Split-up
- Extract
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- Integrate
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Integration with any risk
modeling point solutions

Grow underwriting volume
without scaling costs
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Initial Quote

X%
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Polcy check
with Binder

APPROVE

DIGITAL
QUOTATION FORM
(PORTAL)

Accelerate policy
Issuance

Improve customer
experience

•The Instabase Automation
Platform and its extensible building
block approach to creating
customized solutions enables
insurers to avoid IT bottlenecks.
•Instabase enables insurers
to quickly build and deploy
customized workflows with an
extensive library of prebuilt
applications that work together
seamlessly.

SMB Commercial
Onboarding
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What Carriers Want

HOW INSTABASE HELPS

Typically referred to as BOP (Business Owners Policy), SMB commercial
insurance issuance requires a significant amount of paperwork of a highly
variable nature between brokers and carriers.
Carriers want a way to strengthen their relationships with brokers to ensure
they are the carrier of choice among top brokers. They also want to automate
document classification and data extraction where possible, integrating
key data into their existing systems without the need for manual data entry.
At the same time, they are interested in improving customer experience
by onboarding customers faster, scaling their business without scaling
associated manual review costs.
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DOCUMENTS TYPES

Payroll data
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Tax returns

Property rental
agreements or
mortgage
documents

Home insurance
documents

• Instabase provides future-proof
accuracy by leveraging best-inbreed deep learning models as
they evolve.
•The Instabase Automation
Platform and its extensible building
block approach to creating
customized solutions enables
insurers to avoid IT bottlenecks.
•Instabase enables insurers
to quickly build and deploy
customized workflows with an
extensive library of prebuilt
applications that work together
seamlessly.
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What Claims Processors Want

HOW INSTABASE HELPS

Claims processing for auto insurers involves many documents, including the
First notice of loss document, first responder documents, and more. Ordinary
damage claims are processed by a desk based loss adjuster. However,
injuries, complex claims, and litigation are highly unstructured documents.
Claims processors want to further automate auto claims by handling
these injury and litigation documents better. They want to reduce average
handling times for claims, stop claims leakage, and improve customer
experience—all without incurring unnecessary operational costs.
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• The Instabase Automation
Platform for Unstructured Data,
powered by deep learning, can
easily handle highly variable
document formats and sources.
•Instabase offers prebuilt apps for
certain types of claims processing
and common documents such as
driver’s licenses.
•Instabase can be deployed quickly
and easily scales, with no data
security compromise.

DOCUMENTS TYPES

Accident reports
(both
handwritten
and digital)

Injury
documents

First responder
reports

Litigation
documents

Repair invoices
and estimates

Telematics
device data

Driver’s licenses
and other
identification
documents

Other driver
proof of
insurance

Home Insurance
Claims
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What Claim Processors Want

HOW INSTABASE HELPS
• Instabase provides future-proof
accuracy by leveraging best-inbreed deep learning models as
they evolve.

The claims process for home insurance is document-heavy. Because
potential payouts for damage to homes can be substantial, care must be
taken to ensure claims processors have all the information they need to
make intelligent decisions.

• The Instabase Automation
Platform and its extensible building
block approach to creating
customized solutions enables
insurers to avoid IT bottlenecks.

Claims processors want to automate document classification and data
extraction where possible to free them up for the more important work of
assessing claims. In particular, larger claims that involve a field adjuster visit,
or a leakage detection specialist, involve highly unstructured assessment
reports that are currently processed manually. There may be first responder
documents as well in case of disaster recovery.
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DOCUMENTS TYPES

Proof of identity
documents
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• Instabase enables insurers
to quickly build and deploy
customized workflows with an
extensive library of prebuilt
applications that work together
seamlessly.

Proof of address

Field adjuster
reports

Leakage
detection
reports

First responder
reports

Emails

Prior claims
history

APIsto public
data such as
home statistics,
geographical
data, etc.

Policy Management
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Retirement

• Instabase provides future-proof
accuracy by leveraging best-inbreed deep learning models as
they evolve.

Group Benefits
About Instabase

What Carriers Want
With hundreds of thousands of policy documents to manage, commercial
insurers need a way to maintain a good overview of outstanding liabilities
across all policies and their associated amendments. Carriers want an
instant understanding of outstanding risks without increasing manual review
by actuaries and underwriters, a way to streamline regulatory reporting for
chief actuaries, and a way to improve the quality of their portfolio by quickly
identifying policies in need of terms and conditions changes.
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DOCUMENTS TYPES

Policy
documents
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Identity
documents

Quarterly
declarations

Annual reports

•The Instabase Automation
Platform and its extensible building
block approach to creating
customized solutions enables
insurers to avoid IT bottlenecks.
•Instabase enables insurers
to quickly build and deploy
customized workflows with an
extensive library of prebuilt
applications that work together
seamlessly.

LIFE
INSURANCE
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Life Insurance
Claims (US)
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About Instabase

•Instabase combines the best data
extraction models available on the
market to ensure the highest level
of accuracy possible.

What Claims Processors Want

The life insurance claims process is time-intensive and document-heavy.
Claims processors want to process claims faster by automating as much
of the document processing as possible, thereby improving customer
experience. They also want to reduce fraud risks through smart automation.

LIFE
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DOCUMENTS TYPES

Death
certificate

Deceased’s
social security
card

Deceased’s
driver’s
license

Beneficiary’s
ID

Marriage
certificates

•Instabase can easily split up
document packets, classify
each document, and extract the
relevant data from any document
source and format.
•The Instabase Automation
Platform for Unstructured Data
allows for local deployment in
days rather than weeks or months,
with no compromise on data
security or scalability.

Life Insurance
Underwriting
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What Underwriters Want

LIFE
INSURANCE
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Full medical underwriting for whole life policies requires a prodigious amount
of paperwork and rigor from underwriters. Life insurance underwriters want
to spend their valuable time on actually assessing risks rather than data
transcription and manual review. They want faster and more accurate
interpretation of medical records to help them reduce risks, and they want to
improve customer experience by providing faster underwriting decisions—all
while keeping unnecessary manual review costs in check.

Life Insurance
Underwriting

DOCUMENTS TYPES

Credit Scores

Prescription drug
history

Introduction

DMV Driving
reports

Driver’s License

Verbal
information
obtained via call
centers
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Medical records

AGENT SUBMISSION (INITIAL POLICY + RIDERS)

INITIAL QUOTE (& TIA)

HOW INSTABASE HELPS

UNDERWRITING & POLICY ISSUANCE

Decline of Coverage
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docs for Quote
(e. g. APS)

Retirement
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X%
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Final Policy

Temporary Insurance
Agreement (TIA)
Final Quote

Manual Intervention
(Processing time)

Cost base scales with volume

Policy Issue duration

Customer experience

WORKFLOWS OPTIMIZED WITH INSTABASE
FULL MEDICAL UNDERWRITING WITH INSTABASE INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION
AGENT SUBMISSION (INITIAL POLICY + RIDERS)

UNDERWRITING & POLICY ISSUANCE

INITIAL QUOTE (& TIA)

Decline of Coverage

Upload supporting
docs for Quote
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No

X%

APPROVE

DIGITAL
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(PORTAL)
Emails with
attachments
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INSTABASE

X%

AGENT

Integrate with
downstream systems

Detect & flag
missing docs/data

- Digitize
- Classify
- Split-up
- Extract
- Validate
- Integrate

HUMAN
REVIEW

Yes
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X%
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Doctor’s sign-off
letters

TYPICAL WORKFLOWS

Life Insurance Underwriting

Group Benefits

Lab reports

MAILROOM/
SCANNING
OPERATIONS

Review &
Check with TIA

RATING
ENGINE

INSTABASE

RATING
ENGINE

Initial Quote
Temporary Insurance
Agreement (TIA)

Grow underwriting volume
without scaling costs

CUSTOMER

HUMAN
REVIEW
Loss Runs plus other
supporting documents
depending on product
Integration with any risk
modeling point solutions

Reduce Operational
costs

POLICY
ISSUANCE

Free Look
Period
(10 days)

Accelerate policy
Issuance

Improve customer
experience

Final Policy

•Instabase provides future-proof
accuracy by leveraging best-inbreed deep learning models as
they evolve.
•The Instabase Automation
Platform and its extensible building
block approach to creating
customized solutions enables
insurers to avoid IT bottlenecks.
•Instabase enables insurers
to quickly build and deploy
customized workflows with an
extensive library of prebuilt
applications that work together
seamlessly.
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Retirement
Rollovers
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What HR and Retirement
Specialists Want
When people switch jobs, they often roll over the assets in their former
employer’s retirement plan either into their new employer’s retirement plan
or into a personal retirement account. This process is time-consuming and
document-intensive for both the employee and the provider.
HR and retirement specialists want to find ways to automate data extraction
from forms, detect signatures, and automatically trigger asset transfer.
They want to speed up the rollover process for customers and eliminate
rollover backlogs. They also want to increase assets under management by
proactively offering and triggering processes for new hires, encouraging full
consolidation of all their retirement accounts, and hopefully winning business
away from competitors.

DOCUMENTS TYPES

RETIREMENT

Competitor forms
with signatures
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Passports

Call transcripts

Mailed checks

HOW INSTABASE HELPS
•Instabase provides prebuilt
document understanding apps
for common documents such as
driver’s licenses, passports, and
proof of address forms.
•Instabase can easily handle
variable document formats from
any source, including handwritten
documents.
•Customized apps can be built
and deployed in days rather
than months to extend to other
investment lines-all with no
compromise of data security or
scalability.

Retirement
Recordkeeping
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What Retirement Plan
Administrators Want
Though some of this data is pulled via APIs to employer payroll, smaller
businesses may use a variety of payroll providers, a company-owned payroll
system, or an Excel spreadsheet.
Retirement plan administrators want to eliminate manual review, maintain
accuracy over time, and automatically extract the data they need from
multiple payroll sources. They want to be able to support state plans and
work with small businesses that may be using nothing more sophisticated
than Excel spreadsheets. Administrators also want to automate enrollment
of new hires without increasing manual operational costs and auto-escalate
their contribution amounts over time.
DOCUMENTS TYPES

RETIREMENT
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Payroll data in various formats from multiple
payroll providers, company-owned payroll
systems, or Excel spreadsheets

HOW INSTABASE HELPS
•Instabase can easily handle
variable document formats from
any payroll data format or source.
•The Instabase Automation
Platform and its extensible building
block approach to creating
customized solutions enables
insurers to avoid IT bottlenecks.
•Customized apps can be built
and deployed in days rather
than months to extend to group
insurance processes—without
compromising data security or
scalability.

GROUP
BENEFITS
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Group Insurance
Onboarding (US)
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GROUP
BENEFITS

What Insurers Want

Group insurance (GI) encompasses many products insurance companies
sell to employers or associations,who then offer them to employees or
members as part of a benefits package. Third-party advisors (TPAs), brokers,
and benefits administrators sell GI and use their own systems to gather basic
employer/employee information.
Insurers need a way to automate data extraction from those entities that
sell GI so they can quickly onboard new clients. They also want to deliver
great customer experiences by enriching low-density customer datasets
with data from other sources to deliver better customer relationships. In
addition, insurers want to reduce their group life insurance risks by basing risk
assessments on data enriched from multiple sources in multiple formats.

DOCUMENTS TYPES

Data forms extracted from TPA, Brokers, Benefits
Administration Systems, or Excel spreadsheets
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HOW INSTABASE HELPS
•Instabase integrates with existing
systems, enabling organizations to
embed it wherever it is needed.
•Instabase can easily handle
variable document formats from
any data format or source.
•The Instabase Automation
Platform for Unstructured Data
allows for local deployment in
days rather than weeks or months,
with no compromise on data
security or scalability.

Long Term Care
Claims
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What Claims
Professionals Want
GROUP
BENEFITS
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Long-term care claims typically involve poor-quality, variable documents.
Professionals who handle long-term care claims want to reduce the amount
of data transcription they do to make time for the more important job of
assessing claims. They also want to automate data extraction and validation
to reduce claims leakage and provide better customer experiences.

Long Term Care
Claims

DOCUMENTS TYPES

Homecare invoices

AssuriCare invoices

Fax cover sheets
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CLAIM SUBMISSION

ELIGIBILITY & ADJUDICATION

REVIEW SETTLEMENT

Group Insurance Onboarding (US)
Long Term Care Claims
WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

Income Protection Claims (Europe)
Short Term Disability (US)
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CARE
PROVIDER

INVOICE(S)

SCANNING
OPERATIONS

CASE
CREATION

REVIEW &
SEARCH FOR
PROCESS DOTS MATCHING INVOICE

VALIDATE CLAIM
IDENTIFY
FOR PROCESSING HEADER DATA

EXTRACT DATA &
KEY INTO SYSTEM

2ND LINE
VERIFICATION

•Instabase offers an out-of-thebox app for long-term care
processing that has been proven
to provide 60% straight-throughprocessing.
•The Instabase platform is built to
scale to over 300K documents per
hour.
•Instabase runs safely and securely
inside organizations’ firewalls and
integrates seamlessly with existing
systems.

Average Handling Time: 10 days

WORKFLOWS OPTIMIZED WITH INSTABASE
CLAIMS PROCESSING WITH INSTABASE INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION
CLAIM SUBMISSION

ELIGIBILITY & ADJUDICATION

WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

GROUP
BENEFITS

CARE
PROVIDER

INVOICE(S)

SCANNING
OPERATIONS

CASE
CREATION

INSTABASE

INSTABASE

- Fetch
Invoice(s)
- Digitize
- Split
- Classify

- Extract
- Validate
- Map to
scheme

SETTLEMENT

REAL-WORLD CASE STUDY
A top 5 US insurer teamed up with
Instabase to streamline its longterm care claims process and
reduced handling times

from 10
to 2 days.

READ ALL ABOUT IT HERE.
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Average Handling Time: 2 days

REVIEW

Income Protection
Claims (Europe)
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What Claims Professionals Want
Income protection is a short-term insurance product to protect people when
unforeseen circumstances prevent them from working for a set period. The
claims process for income protection is document-heavy.
Claims professionals want to reduce manual data entry and average
handling time with automation. Automating data extraction and validation
helps claims professionals reduce claims leakage and provide better
customer experiences.

GROUP
BENEFITS

DOCUMENTS TYPES

Pay slips
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Bank statements

Medical reports

Invoices

HOW INSTABASE HELPS
•Instabase provides a prebuilt app
for income evidence such as pay
slips.
•Instabase’s platform is highly
configurable and can be tailored to
specific organizational needs.
•Instabase runs safely and securely
inside organizations’ firewalls and can
be deployed in days instead of weeks
or months—with no compromise in
data security or scalability.

Short Term
Disability (US)
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What Disability Claims
Professionals Want

HOW INSTABASE HELPS

Short-term disability is a type of insurance designed to give people a
percentage of their normal income which a temporary disability prevents
them from working. Claims documents for short-term disability tend to be
structured forms provided by the insurer, but they are often filled out by hand.
Disability claims professionals want to offer rapid handling time for claims
to better serve the needs of their clients. They also want to automate data
extraction and validation to increase accuracy and reduce claims leakage.

GROUP
BENEFITS
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DOCUMENTS TYPES

Short-term
disability forms
(often handwritten)

Pay stubs

Bank statements

Medical records

Invoices

•Instabase leverages the best data
extraction models available to
ensure the highest level of accuracy,
even for handwritten documents.
•Instabase provides low-code
building blocks to help operations
analysts to quickly train document
understanding models.
•Instabase runs safely and securely
inside organizations’ firewalls and
can be deployed in days instead
of weeks or months—with no
compromise in data security or
scalability.
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Is your insurance organization looking for a way to streamline workflows,
provide better customer experiences, and keep operational costs from
getting out of control? Instabase can help. Discover what Instabase can
do for your organization by requesting a demo today.

REQUEST A DEMO

About Instabase
Instabase Inc. has built the first Automation Platform for Unstructured Data, enabling organizations to
drive transformation across business processes by unlocking unstructured data with deep learning.

ABOUT
INSTABASE

The Instabase platform helps institutions transform unstructured data into structured data so that
processes, such as client onboarding and mortgage processing, can be automated end-to-end. Today,
Instabase is helping the world’s largest enterprises like NatWest, Standard Chartered, and AXA automate
their most complex business processes by extracting and understanding the unstructured data that
underpins those. The business is backed by leading investors, such as Greylock Partners, NEA, Andreessen
Horowitz, Index Ventures, Spark Capital, Tribe Capital, Original Capital, SC Ventures, and Glynn Capital.
For more information, visit instabase.com.
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